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Fr,, I  ,StatE of Utah
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
DIVISION OF OIL, GAS A}ID MINING
355 West Nonh T6rnpl6
3 Triad Csnt€r, Sult6 350
Salt LakbCity, Uleh 84180-12o3
801 -538-5340

801 -35S-3S40 (Fax)

801 -538-531 I (TDD)

July 9, 1996

Johnny Pappas
Sr. Environmental Engineer
Amax Coal Company
P. O. Drawer PMC
Price, Utah 84501

Re: Sowbelly Reclamation As-Built Drawinqs. AMAX Coal Companv. Castle Gate Mine.
ACT/007/004-96D" Folder #2. Carbon Countv. Utah

Dear Mr. Pappas:

The Division has reviewed the amendment to the Castle Gate mining and reclamation
plan you submitted February 8, 1996. It consists of as-built drawings and revised plans for
Sowbelly Gulch. These plans are hereby approved and a copy for your plan is enclosed.

There are a few items that still need to be corrected. The enclosed technical analysis
discusses the plans as they apply to Phase I bond release and identifies the deficiencies. Please
correct these deficiencies and submit appropriate revised drawings by August 15, 1996.

The technical analysis document also dissusses requirements for the Phase I bond release
application. We look forward to working with you on a formal Phase I bond release application.

Please call ifyou have any questions.

sflil]erely, a) n
Va-R\1 \/'rl'.A \) \L/

Paul B. Baker
Reclamation Biologist
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State of Utah
DEPARTMENT OF NATTIRAL RSSOURCES
DIVISION OF OIL, GAS AND MINING
355 Wost North T€m016
3 Triad Cenler, Suit6 350

$alr Lako cily, utah 84180-1 203
801 -538,5340

801 -353-3940 (Faxl

801-53E-5319 (TDD)

July 2, 1996

Johnny Pappas
Sr. Environmental Engineer
Amax Coal Company
P. O. Drawer PMC
Price. Utah 84501

Re; Sowbellv Reclamation As-Built Drawines. AIvIAX Coal Comoanv. Castle Gate Mine.
ACT/007/004-96D. Folderr #2. Carbon Countv" Utah

Dear Mr. Pappas:

The Division has reviewed the amendment to the Castle Gate mining and reclamation
plan you submitted February 8, 1996. It consists of as-built drawings and revised plans for
Sowbelly Gulch.

The enclosed technical analysis discusses the plans as they apply to Phase I bond release.
As you can see, most of the application is acceptable, but there are a few items that should be
corrected. We suggest you do this when you submit a formal bond release application. The
enclosed document also discusses requirements for the Phase I bond release application, but you
should review the complete requirements in the regulations.

Please call ifyou have any questions.

Paul B. Baker
Reclamation Biologist

enclosure
Joe Helfrich
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TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

INTRODUCTION

Ama>r Coal Company completed backfilling, grading, seeding and mulching on about
18.2 acres of the Sowbelly Gulch disturbed area in the fall of 1995. On February 8, 1996, the
Division received as-built drawings for the reclamation and a completely revised Section 3.2 of
the mining and reclamation plan. They have also requested Phase I bond release, but the
submittal was not a formal Phase I bond release application.

The Sowbelly site and the No.5 Portal are rehabilitated portions of the old Spring Canyon
Coal Company No. 5 Mine. The No. 5 Mine is accessed through Sowbelly Canyon which lies
approximately four miles west-northwest of Helper, Utah. Approximately 21 acres were
affected by mining-related surface operations and included distwbance prior to 1977. Most of
the afiflected area was used for storage and personnel access through Portal No. 5 which
continued rrntil the end of 1988.

Phase I of reclamation as identified in the mining and reclamation plan, removal of the
stnrctwes, is complete except that the substation remains. Phase tr reclamation was completed
in 1995.

There are a few deficiencies in the as-built designs submitted to the Division. Amax
needs to correct these and submit a formal Phase I bond release application. The application
needs to include copies of letters sent to adjoining property owners, local governmental bodies,
plaruring agencies, sewage and water treatment authorities, and water companies in the locality
in which the coal mining and reclamation operation took place, notifying them of the intention to
seek release from the bond. Within 30 days after an application for bond release has been filed
with the Division, the operator must submit a copy of an advertisement placed at least once a
week for four successive weeks in a newspaper of general circulation in the locality of the coal
mining and reclamation operations. The advertisement will be considered part of any bond
release application and will contain the permittee's name, permit number and approval date,
notification of the precise location of the land affected, the number of acres, the type and amount
of the bond filed and the portion sought to be released, the t5'pe and appropriate dates of
reclamation work performed, a description of the results achieved as they relate to the operator's
approved reclamation plan and the rulme and address of the Division to which written comments,
objections, or requests for public hearings and informal conferences on the specific bond release
may be submitted pursuant to R645-301-880.600 and R645-301-880.800.

Upon receipt of the bond release applicationn the Division will, within 30 days, or as $oon
thereafter as weather conditions permit, conduct an inspection and evaluation of the reclamation
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work involved. The evaluation will consider, among other factors, the degree of diff,rculty to
complete any remaining reclamation, whether pollution of surface and subsurface water is
occurring, the probability of future occulrence of such pollution and the estimated cost of
abating such pollution. The surface owner, agent or lessee will be given notice of such
inspection and may participate with the Division in making the bond release inspection. The
Division may arrange with the permittee to allow access to the permit area, upon request of any
person with an interest in bond release, for the purpose of gathering information relevant to the
proceeding.

STJMMARY OF OIJTSTAi{DING DEFICIENCMS

R645-301-76,0, the Permittee must correct certain parts of the as-built designs:

1) Exhibit 3.2-4 is not included in the submittal.

Exhibit 3.2-5 has labels on undisturbed areas saying that drainage reports to
sediment ponds.

SBRD-8 is not certified and does not meet design standards.

ETWIROhIMENTAL RESOTJRCE II{FORMATION
SOILSRESOIJRCEINFORMA*TION

Regulatory Reference: R645-301411, -301-233,

Analysis:

The 21 acres in Sowbelly Canyon were distnrbed by mining prior to the enacfinent of
SMCRA. No topsoil or soil resource material were salvaged from the site. The existing
disturbed and undisnrrbed soils at the site were used for reclamation as topsoil and substitute
soil material. The existing soil resource materials were evaluated using DOGM's'guidelines
for topsoil and overburden. The soil sarnpling, analyses, and disposal activities were
performed as part of the 1995 reclamation activities.

Nine sites were sampled from the disturbed area - five soil pits (SB-l thru SB-5), two
trenches (T-1 and T-2), plus two surface-grab samples (SBG-I and SBG-2). A total of 14
samples were collected from various depths in four of the pits and from the two surface
locations. There were 10 overburden and 4 coal debris samples. Pit SB-2 was not sampled,

2)

3)
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nor were the top ?0 inches of pit SB-4. The two trenches were not sampled or logged in
detail, but were inspected for the presence of any coal debris. Although the soil pits' soil
profiles were adequately described in Appendix 3.2 (see February 7, 1996, EarthFax memo
to Johrmy Pappas), the original soil survey field notes for the pits were not included.

The distribution of vegetation within the disturbed area boundary was highly variable.
The soil pits' locations were chosen to determine what inherent soil properties were
responsible for poor vegetative cover. The soil properties were remarkably similar while the
percentage of vegetative cover was markedly different between SB-1, good vegetation cover,
and SB-2 and SB-3, poor vegetation cover. Excessive hardness of the indurate soils in SB-2
and SB-3 were most likely the contributing factor for the differential vegetfltion growth.

Coal samples collected at the surface at SBG-I and SBG-Z were not acidic or toxic
whereas coal sampled from SB-4 is mildly acidie having a marginal pH of 5.7, with an acid-
base potential of -11.2 tons of CaCOr/1000 tons of material. The coal and soil sampled from
SB-5 had elevated SAR values. Additionally, the soil below the coal in SB-5 exhibited
elevated sodic and EC values.

Findings:

This portion of the proposal is considered complete and accurate.

RECLATUA*TION PLAI'{

TOPSOIL A}'{D SUBSOIL

Regulatory Reference: R645-301-232, -301-233, -30L-234, -301-242, -3Ol-243.

Analysisl

To rectify poor soil qualrty issues, reclamation activities included:

The soils in the area of test pits SB-Z and SB-3 were entirely redisturbed and
loosened to alleviate apparent poor vegetation establishment. This area was
treated by reroughening of the soils through deep gouging and incorporating 2
tons/acre of hay mulch into the soil during the gouging process. This
treafrnent was followed by reseeding and then mulching with straw at a rate of
1 ton/acre. The straw was lightly crimped into the soil surface.
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Coal material that was present in the area of SBG-I and SBG-Z was removed
and placed in Pond 017 and used as backfill over the No. 5 fan portal. The
pond and fan portal were then baclCilled with approximately 2 feet of locally
available soil media.

Soil pit SB-4 was located in a topographically low area. The coal found in
this location was at a depth of 20 to 27 inches below the ground surface. To
achieve proper reclamation srrrface grade, the low area was backfilled with
locally derived fill material and covered with between four and six feet of soil
material.

The sodic soils identified in SB-5 were removed as they were encountered
during the reconstruction of SBRD-48 and placed in Pond 017. After the
channel was at grade, the channel slopes and adjacent areas were covered by
approximately three feet of soil material generated from the removal of the
Pond 017 embankment.

f indings:

This portion of the proposal is considered complete and accurate.

REVEGETATION SUCCESS STAI{DARDS

Regulatory Reference: R645-301-350

The Division may grant Phase I bond release after an operator has satisfactorily
completed backfrlling and grading and established drainage controls. However, R645-301-
880.210 requires the Division to make an evaluation of, among other factors, the degree of
difficulty to complete any remaining reclamation. Backfilling and grading necessarily affect
the potential for revegefation sucoess and achieving the postmining land use. The pre- and
postmining land uses are wildlife and grazing.

Sowbelly Gulch was originally reclaimed in 1993-1994, but in the fall of 1995, the
operator reworked about two-thirds of the area. Originally, the operator had installed
contour furrows to trap moisture, but reworked areas were gouged. The gouges vary but are
approximately one to two feet deep and about four to six feet across. This method of water
harvesting is considered superior to contour furrowing in this instance. It is anticipated these
gouges will trap water and thus increase the amount of soil moisture and the ability for plants
to establish and survive. Gougrng combined with other treatments the permittee used are the

t
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best revegetation methods known to the Division for this area. If weather cooperates,
revegetation should be successful.

Seeding was done in the fall of 1995 using the seed mixtures specified in the plan.
Transplants were planted along the stream channel in the spring of 1996. Species used were
chokecherries, serviceberries, curlleaf mountain mahogany, Wood's rose, and elderberries.
About 1200 seedlings were planted along the length of the channel.

Slopes created in the grading process are not extremely steep, but some very steep cut
slopes were not regraded. As much as possible, these slopes were seeded, but it is not
anticipated that much vegetation will become established on them.

About 8% of the reclaimed area, about 1.5 acres, was left as cut slopes. The total
regraded area is about 18.2 acres. The revegetation reference areas are abandoned mines in
the Spring Canyon area. Considering the reclamation methods used in all of these areas, it is
anticipated that there will be at least as much vegetation in the Sowbelly disturbed area as at
the abandoned mine reference areas. Assurning, however, there is no vegetation en the steep
cut slopes, the overall amount of vegetation in the reclaimed area would be reduced by 8%.
If vegetation in the rest of the reclaimed area was as much as in the reference areas, the
overall amount of vegetation would be 92% of the reference areas. This would meet the
revegetation success standards because the success standards consider the reclaimed area to
be equal to the standard when it is within 90% of the standard with 90% confidence.

Vegetation should be adequate to control erosion on regraded areas assuming the
cover will be the same as at nearby abandoned mines and that vegetation is controlling
erosion in these areas. The ungraded cut slopes have been in place for many years and
should be stable according to information presented in the Mining and Reclamation Plan.

The Mining and Reclamation Plan says the diversity index used to compare reference
and reclaimed areas will be used to show revegetation success for the parameters of
diversity, seasonal characteristics, permanence, and utility for the postmining land use. The
seed mix used should result in diversity at least as great as in the reference areas.

The remaining cut slopes are probably not useful for either a grazing or wildlife
postmining land use. The Bureau of Iand Management consider$ any slopes steeper than
2h:1v to be unusabJe for grazing, so the cut slopes that were left are not suitable for this use.
Division personnel have seen deer on some of the cut slopes, but it is unlikely big game
animals would use vegetation on the cuts for much forage or cover.

Although the cut slopes are probably not particularly useful for the postmining land
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use, they are not exten$ive and would not keep any animals from gaining access to
surrounding areas. As discussed in the Mining and Reclamation Plan, the cuts are similar to
cliffs in adjacent areas that also produce little forage or cover and may not be entirely
accessible.

Findingsl

The permittee has met the backfilling and grading requirements for the postmining
land use in the Sowbelly Gulch area. In addition, the permittee is likely to achieve
successful revegetation if there is adequate moisture. The grading, soil surface preparation,
and other reclamation methods used are the best of which the Division is aware for this area.

Although some steep cut slopes remain, they are similar to cliffs in undisturbed areas
and should not adversely affect the postmining land use. There should be adequate
vegetation to achieve revegetation success standards. Although the steep slopes will not
produce much forage, they do not restrict movements by wildlife or livestock any more than
cliffs in undisturbed areas.

ENGII{EERING

Regulatory Reference: R645-301-500

Analysisl

The Division has reviewed the as-built drawings for Sowbelly Canyon. Based on the
information submitted by the Permittee, the Division has determined that the as-builts meet
all of the requirements of the R645-301-500 regulations. Specifically the Division has
determined that the as-builts meet all of the requirements for backfilling and grading along
with highwall elimination.

The site was disturbed before L977. Some portions of the highwall remain because
there is ituufficient fill material to reclaim them. The Division gave approval for the
Permittee to leave some highwall remnants exposed.

The Division did not field check the as-builts. Field checks will be done prior to
bond release.
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The as-built drawings of the reclamation in Sowbelly Gulch meet regulatory
requirements. They should be field checked before the Division grants bond release.

I{YDROLOGIC INT'ORMATION

Regulatory Reference: R645-301-760

Analysis:

Section 3.2-5(4) covers the reclamation alternate sediment control measures that will
be implemented in the reclamation of this canyon. This section was approved prior to
reclamation activities in 1995. Section 3.2-5(4) refers to Appendix 3.2I for sediment control
as-builts. Appendix 3.2I shows USLE calculations that demonstrate that the alternate
sediment control measures are adequate to treat reclaimed areas. First, AMAX Coal says
that the amount of sediment from the undisturbed area is greater than the disturbed areas;
therefore, the sediment is controlled on the reclaimed areas. Second, AMAX Coal says that
an analysis which uses predisturbed assumptions on the disturbed areas results in only a
slightly lower sediment production. Finally, data shows that sediment production per acre is
less from the reclaimed areas than the sediment production from undisturbed a^reas.

Section 3.2-10 discusses the reclamation as-builts and reclamation activities performed
in 1995. Here it says that Exhibit 3.24 shows the topography as it is now; however, this
exhibit is not included in the current submittal. This section also describes the use of mulch
as sediment in the reclaimed areas.

Appendix 3.?G contains the reclamation as-built hydrology calculations. The channel
configurations are shown in this section. All channels, except SBRD-8, are shown to be
built to design and certified by a professional er4ineer. The engineer did not feel ttrat this
section, which is a traruition zone from reclaimed channel to a nafural channel, was
adequately built to the design. The engineer did, however, say that the channel would
perform adequately and was stable. His comments were based on the fact that the channel is
mostly natural and only slightly modified.

Findings:

The following deficiencies have been found in the as-builts for Sowbelly Canyon.
These problems must be corrected prior to further pursuit of phase I bond release.
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r)

2)

Exhibit 3.24 is not included in the submittal.

Exhibit 3.2-5 has labels on undisturbed areas saying that drainage reports to
sediment pond$.

SBRD-8 is not certified and does not meet design standards.3)
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